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The Stiissi-Kollbrunner paradox in the light of the concept 
of decobesive carrying capacity 

TRAN-LE BINH and M. ZYCZKOWSKI (KRAKOW) 

THE Stiissi-Kollbrunner paradox consists in the independence of the classic limit carrying 
capacity of a beam shown in Fig. 1 of the length of the beam span it; at /1 --+ oo we obtain 
the result which is different than the result obtained for the carrying capacity of the free-supported 
beam. It was shown in this paper that the paradox mentioned above does not occur for the 
perfectly-elastic-plastic material if continuous displacement fields or fields with admissible 
discontinuities are the only considered. The classical scheme of limit carrying c1pacity cannot 
be reached; the work of a beam which is assumed as a continuous system ends when the first 
plastic hinge under the force appears. According to Szuw ALSKI-ZYCZKOWSKI proposition the 
corresponding load was called the decohesive carrying capacity of a beam and is continuous 
function of the geometric parameter kin a whole interval 0 ~ k ~ 1, Fig. 4. The value of the 
non-admissible discontinuities of the displacements corresponding to the limit carrying capacity 
is also determined. 

Paradoks Stiissi-Kollbrunnera polega na niezale:inosci klasycznej nosno8ci granicznej belki 
pokazanej na rys. 1 od dlugo8ci p~la it ; przy It --+ oo otrzymujemy wynik r6:ini~cy sict od 
nosno8ci granicznej belki swobodnie podpartej. W pracy pokazano, iz dla materialu idealnie 
sprcti;ysto-plastycznego przy ograniczeniu sict do p61 przemieszczen cil:lglych lub wykazujl:lcych_ 
dopuszczalne niecil:lglo8ci powyi.szy paradoks nie istnieje. Klasyczny schemat nosnosci granicznej 
nie moi:e bye osil:lgnicttY, praca belki jako ustroju cil:lglego konczy sict przy powstaniu pierwszego 
przegubu plastycznego pod sibl. Zgodnie z propozycj~ K. SzuwALSKIEGO i M. ZYCZKOWSKIEGO· 
odpowiednie obci~nie nazwano nosno8ci~ rozdzielcZI:l belki: jest ona cil:lsll:l funkcj~ geometrycz
nego parametru k w calym przedziale 0 ~ k ~ 1, rys. 4. Okreslono r6wniez wartosc nie
dopuszczalnych niecil:lglo8ci przemieszczeil, odpowiadaj~cych nosno8ci granicznej. 

IIap~Ol<C CTHcCH-Kom.6pYHHepa 3aK1110tiaeTCH a· HeaaBHCHMOCTH I<JI&CCH'IeCKoit n~em.aou 
Harpy3J<H 6am<H, YJ<838HilOH ll8 pHC. 1, OT ,ZVIHllbi nponeTa /1 ; DpH /1 - 00 DOJIYtiaeTCH pe-
3YJII>T8T OTJIHt1810II.tHitCH OT npe~eJibllOH Harpy3l<H CBoOOJJ;HO DO,l:UiepTOH 6aJIJ<H. B pa6oTe 
noJ<aaaHo, liTO wm ~eam.ao ynpyro-Wiacrw.~eCKoro MaTepuana, orpllllWIHBBHCb noJIHMH 
HenpepLIBHLIX nepeM~eHHii HJIH o6n~arollUIX ~onyCKaeMLIMH paapLIBaMH, BLnneynoMmJy
TLIH nap~Ol<C }{e cymeCTBYeT. KJiaccw.~eCK&H cxeMa np~em.HOH Harpyal<H He MO>KeT 6LITI> 
~OCTHI'HyToit, pa6oTa 6am<H l<Bl< cnnonmoro ycrpoitcraa l<OH'IaeTC.JI npu aoaHHJ<Hoaemm nep
aoro DJiaCTw.~eCKoro mapHHpa no~ cunoit. CorJiaCHo npe~omemno K. IIIYBAJILCI<oro u M. 
)I(}JqJ<OBCI<OrO COOTBeTCTBYJO~aH Harpy3l<8 H83B8HB HeC~eH CDOC06HOCTbiO pacuenJieHHH 
6aJIJ<H: OH a HBJIHeTCH aenpepLmaoit <l>ym<I.U~eit reoMeTpHlleCKoro nap&Me-rpa k B uenoM 
HHTepaane 0:::;;;; k:::;;;; 1, puc. 4. Onpe~eneHo Tome 3HB'tleHHe H~onyCJ<aeMLIX paapLIBOB 
nepeMe~eaHit, OTBe'tlaro~ npe~em.Hoit aarpyaJ<e. 

1. Introduction 

THE classical theory of the plastic limit analysis is based on two intuitive axioms. Within · 
the frames of perfect plasticity it is assumed that for a given structure: (1) there exists at _ 
least one mechanism of plastic collapse (infinitesimal motion at a constant loading para--
meter), (2) if it exists for a rigid-perfectly plastic body, then it may be reached by an elastic
perfectly-plastic structure as well. The corresponding stresses and velocities (or displace--
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ments) should be continuous or exhibit such discontinuities which are admissible from 
the viewpoint of a continuous medium. 

In many cases both these assumptions are justified; however, some exceptions prov~ 
that they are not quite obvious. In general, no mechanism of plastic collapse may exist~ 
or, if it exists for a rigid-plastic body, it may be unreachable by an elastic-plastic structure 
without violating the required continuity conditions. The existence theorem for the elastic
perfectly plastic bodies fails (G. DEL PIERO [1]), and the papers by K. SzuwALSKI and 
M. ZYCZKOWSKI [14, 19] demonstrate several examples of the non-existence of any mecha
nism of plastic collapse: earlier, in the elastic-plastic range, inadmissible discontinuities 
appear and a continuous solution ceases to exist. The corresponding loading parameter 
was called in [14] the "decohesive carrying capacity" of the structure. In the light of the 
·concept of decohesive carrying capacity the problem of a half-plane discussed by 
S. S. GoLUSHKEVITCH (4) and V. 0. GEOGDZHAYEV (3), is quite clear: the limit carrying 
·capacity cannot be reached here, since it is preceded by inadmissible discontinuities, con
nected with infinitely large strains. Similar objections were raised by E. M. SHOEMAKER 
[10, 11] and R. H. Wooo [16]. 

Of course, the conclusions as regards the existence or non-existence of a continuous 
solution may depend on basic assumptions of the theory. In [14] the small-strain-theory 
of elastic-perfectly plastic bodies was used. Some deviations from perfect plasticity were 
also discussed (asymptotically perfect plasticity). The simplest finite-strain-theory (NADAI
:DAVIS) for an annular disk joined with a rigid central shaft was applied in [18] with the 
.geometrical changes taken into account; this approach leads to some minor differences, 
.but a certain impassable limit of the elastic-plastic solution was determined as well. 

A D 

X 

FIG. 1. 

On the other hand, there exist many structures for which a certain mechanism of plastic 
collapse may be found, but this mechanism may not be reached· by an elastic-perfectly 
plastic body. Several examples of statically indeterminate beams were shown in [I 5]. 
The present paper is also devoted to a statically indeterminate beam, namely that discussed 
by F. Siiissi and C. F. KOLLBRUNNER [12], Fig. 1. These authors analysed the dependence 
of the limit carrying capacity on the ratio / 1 I /2 and pointed out the following paradox: 
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the limit load P equals P = SM/12 (where M is the limit bending moment for the cross
section) and is independent of h/12 • However, for /1 --. oo the middle span is practicaliy 

unaffected by the outer spans and we should obtain P = 4M/12 as in the case of a simply 
supported beam. So the case /1 --. oo leads to a certain discontinuity of the result, which 
is not justified from the physical point of view. 

The experimental tests, carried out by Sruss1 and KoLLBRUNNER [12], as well as by 
H. MAIER-LEIBNITZ [6], do not agree with the classical limit analysis: real carrying capacity 
depends on the ratio /If/2 • A. M. FREUDENTHAL [2] noticed that these results lie between 

the elastic and the limit carrying capacity, P and P respectively, and proposed- quite 

arbitrarily- to assume the arithmetic mean of P and Pas the real carrying capacity of 
the beam. 

Several attempts have been made to clarify the Stiissi-Kollbrunner paradox. P. S. Sv
MONDS and B. G. NEAL [13] calculated the deflections assuming ideal !cross-section and 
found an infinite increase of central deflection in the limiting case /1 --. oo. Their calcula
tions were developed by K. A. R.ECKLING [8], who tried to introduce a "distributed plastic 
hinge" with the length 0.1/2 • However, these calculations admitted a finite jump of the 
rotation angle IX under the force, what is in contradiction with continuity requirements. 
It turns out that the paradox discussed disappears if we adopt, in a ·consistent manner, 
the assumptions of a continuous medium and perform the calculations until only the first 
inadmissible discontinuity is formed. 

FIG. 2. 

Such a discontinuity is introduced by the plastic hinge if it at a finite deflection of the beam 
is achieved (the corresponding discussion is given by A. R. RZHANITSYN [9]- e.g., this 
case occurs if the bending moment reaches its strong maximum with a simultaneous jump 
in the derivative, under concentrated force). Indeed, the plastic hinge may be understood 
to correspond to the limit carrying capacity of the cross-section: an infinitesimal rotation 
at a constant bending moment. For a rigid-plastic multi-span beam three such infinitesimal 
rotations describe a certain mechanism of plastic collapse (Fig. 1 ), but, in general, this 
mechanism will not be reached by an elastic-plastic beam, since the formation of the first 
hinge under the concentrated force will terminate the process and the decohesive carrying 
capacity is reached. Any finite rotation angle IX in the hinge is namely impossible, since it 
cannot be described by a displacement field which is continuous or contains admissible 
discontinuities. It leads to vacancies on the tensile side and overlapping of the material 
on the compressive side of the beam, Fig. 2. 
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The present paper is devoted to the determination of the decohesive carrying capacity 
of the Stlissi-Kollbrunner beam. This quantity depends continuously on the length of 
the outer span /1 and in this statement of the problem no paradox occurs. 

2. Decohesive carrying capacity 

Because of the symmetry of the beam we only consider its right-hand side, Fig. 1. The 
bending moment under the force will be equal to the limit carrying capacity of the cross-

section, M. Therefore, assuming there is no rotation angle at this point we can determine 
the decohesive carrying capacity, whereas admitting rotation and assuming that the sub-

sequent moment IMcl is equal to M we can estimate the inadmissible discontinuity, which 
is determined by the magnitude of ex under the force, corresponding to the classical mecha
nism of plastic collapse. 

For a beam of the rectangular cross-section b x h we introduce a dimensionless force p, 
dimensionless coordinate E, and dimensionless deflection v: 

(2.1) 
def Eh 

'V= -3 12w, 
l1o 2 

where w denotes the physical deflection and l1o the yield-point stress. The geometry of 
the beam will be characterized by the ratio 

(2.2) k ~f !.!_ = _1_2_, 0 < k < I. 
2L 12+21t 

The dimensionless bending moment in the inner span, m1 , and in the outer span, m11 , 

equals 

(2.3) m1 = ~· = 1- :k E, o ~ E ~ k, 

(2.4) 
Mu p-4 

mu= M =- 4(1-k)(l-E), k~E~I. 

Within the elastic range we integrate easily the two corresponding differential equations 
[without the assumption m(O) = 1] and equating the maximal stress (under the force P) 
to the yield-point stress l1o determine the elastic carrying capacity of the beam: 

(2.5) 
- 16 1+2k 
p= 3 2+k. 

The number of intervals for the integration of differential equations of bending in the 
elastic-plastic range must be higher, since we have to separate elastic bending from elastic
plastic one. For the rectangular cross-section the dimensionless elastic carrying capacity 
equals m = 2/3, so the first, elastic-plastic interval is given by o < E < E1 , where Et = 
= 4k j3p. The rest of the beam may remain elastic, or other elastic-plastic zones appear 
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near the support C. Equating m1 to ( -2/3) we find the second boundary coordinate e2 = 
= 20kf3p, if p > 20/3. Finally equating mu to (- 2/3) we find 

~ - 3p+8k-20 
(2.6) !>3 -

3
(p-

4
) , also if p > 20/3. 

Thus, for p > 20/3 we have five intervals for integration, and for p ~ 20/3 -three. 
In the case of five intervals, the differential equations of bending are as follows 

"(l:) - 4 Jlk 0 I: _... I: 
'Vt !> - - ~ !> '1:::::: !>1' 

3 t'3 ¥PE' 

(2.7) 

p-4 (E3 
) v,(e) =- 8(1-k) T-E2 +EtE+E2. 

The boundary conditions v(k) = 0, and v(1) = 0, eight continuity conditions, and the 
additional continuity condition (symmetry) v~ (0) = 0 make it possible to determine ten 
integration constants and the load parameter - decohesive carrying capacity p. The 
final equation takes the form 

(2.9) 3 y3 (8-fl) [(1 + 2k)fl2 + (4-28k)p+48k]-80(l-k)p = 0. 

It determines pin the considered range of five intervals, i.e., if p > 20/3. Substituting this 
boundary value to (2.9) we find the corresponding boundary value of k, namely k = 5/ll, 
and hence (2.9) is valid if 5/11 ~ k ~ 1. For k = 1 (clamped beam) we obtain p = 8 
and here p = p. 

If 0 < k ~ 5/11, then the beam should be divided into three intervals only, (1), (2) 
and (5), since the elastic-plastic intervals (3) and (4) disappear. The differential equations 
and their general integrals remain ·without change. ·The boundary conditions, four conti• 
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nuity conditions and the additional continuity condition v~ (0) = 0 determine six integra
tion constants and the decohesive carrying capacity p, here in the explicit form 

(2.10) p= 2:k r1+2k+J!'(l+k)(1+5k)J. 

The stiissi-
6 

I 
-Koll brunner l 

paradox 1 

0 

p,p,p 

0.2 

Elastic range 

0.6 0.8 

FIG. 3. 

1.0 k 

In the limiting case k -+ 0 we obtain p = 4 and this result corresponds to the classical 
limit load for a simply supported beam. Inside the interval 0 ~ k ~ L. the dependence 
p = p(k) is continuous and no paradox appears. This dependence is shown in Fig. 3. 
together with p = p(k) and the paradoxical p = p(k). 

3. Estimation of inadmissible discontinuities corresponding to · the classical limit state 

The equations . (2. 7) and their general integrals (2.8) may also be used to estimate the 
value of inadmissible discontinuities in the classical limit state of the beam. These discon
tinuities are .characterized by the inadmissible finite angle of rotation rxE under the force P, 
for ~ = 0. If we reject the continuity condition v' (0) = 0 and admit the formation of the 
subsequent plastic hinges at B and C putting additionally m(B) = m(C) = -1, then 
rx may be evaluated. Of course, under these assumptions five intervals of integration must 
be considered for any value of k. Finally, the angle of rotation equals 

(3.1) rxE = dw I = 40 (J-k) 2 • u0 /2 

dx x=O 27 Eh 

~nd- because of the symmetry- the inadmissible discontinuity is characterized by the 
angle of mutual rotation of the two adjacent sections 2rxE. For example, if u0 /E = 0.001, 
/2/h = 50, 11 = 11 , k = 1/3, then 2rxE = 0.0658 = 3°46'. 
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The dependence of {}E = a.EEh/3a0 / 2 on the geometrical parameter k is shown in Fig. 4. 
For k = 1 (clamped beam) a.E = 0 and then the limit carrying capacity coincides with. 
the decohesive carrying capacity, as it has been mentioned above. 

FIG. 4. 

4.-_Final remarks 

The ·Stiissi•Kollbrunner paradox has been explained here within the small-deflection· 
theory of perfectly elastic-plastic beams. However, if we replace perfect plasticity by an 
asymptotically perfect one, the situation may change. The discussion is then similar to 
that given.in [14] for b~rs in tension, since the type of non-homogeneity ofthe stress state 
is also similar. For certain stress-strain diagrams the decohesive carrying capacity termi
nates the process; for other diagrams(as,e.g.,forthatproposed by A. YLINEN [17])thelimit 
carrying capacity theoretically may be reached and further steps must be taken to remove 
the Stiissi-Kollbrunner paradox. Since the classical limit state is then reached at infinitely 
large deflections, the finite-deflection or even the finite-strain-theory should then be applied .. 

The problem may also be considered as a two-dimensional one (plane stress or plane 
strain). Exact elastic-plastic analysis is then difficult, but in the case of perfectly elastic
plastic body no major differences are expected: first, W. PRAGER and P. G. HooGE [7] 
showed that in plastic zones of beams the stress state reduces to uniaxial tension or com
pression (under the assumption of incompressibility) and, second, in certain two-dimen-
sional problems the necessity of decohesion was found as well (E. H. LEE [5], notched bars). 
The result of a two-dimensional approach for an asymptotically perfectly plastic body 
will probably depend on the particular stress-strain diagram and in some cases the finite
strain-theory may be necessary to clarify the Stiissi-Kollbrunner paradox. 
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